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Abstract

There is an increasing interest in making the possibility of retrieving nuclear waste from
mined geologic repositories an inherent feature of the repository. Compelling arguments for
retrievability can be made but making retrievability a feature for a repository for spent nuclear
fuel forces the debated issue of whether there is a need for long term surveillance of mined
geological repositories for spent nuclear fuel. I will in the following presentation summarise
the basic issues, describe how my own thinking on final disposition of spent nuclear fuel has
shifted in the last decades and present my own view on how to proceed forward.

1. THE BASIC ISSUES

Let us first summarise the basic issues. These are taken in the historical order in which
they have been raised.

Firstly, in ethical considerations of the management of long lived nuclear waste, two
points have been focused upon:

• The need for long term surveillance should be avoided in order not to impose undue
burdens on future generations.

• Retrievability of the waste is a positive aspect as it allows future generations the
possibility to take control of the management of the waste.

The development of basic thinking along these lines was complete by the end of the
1980s.

Secondly, in safeguard considerations as a result of the existence of the plutonium in
spent nuclear fuel in mined geologic repositories two points have been focused upon:

• The need for long term surveillance for spent fuel in mined geologic repositories is
necessary as long as a safeguard regime is in place in the world and this could be seen as
imposing long term burdens on future generations.

• Retrievability of the waste is a negative aspect as it makes it easier to mine the
repository for nuclear weapons material.

According to present safeguard terminology the spent fuel should be considered
"practicably irrecoverable" in order to remove safeguards and surveillance, thus the title to
this presentation. Suggestions have been made to change this largely undefined term to allow
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spent fuel in a closed repository to be removed from safeguards. Such suggestions do,
however, build their reasoning on that premise that the fissile material in a mined geologic
repository is made as inaccessible as possible and that retrievability is therefore minimised.

The basic thinking on the safeguard issues of nuclear waste management has developed
from the late 1980s through the 1990s. Due to the inherent conflict between the ethical
considerations of the 1980s and the safeguard considerations of the 1990s there has been some
controversy and disagreement about whether safeguard considerations are important for mined
geologic repositories of spent nuclear fuel or not. I will not dwell on this issue here.

Thirdly, in an effort to find public and political acceptance for the siting of mined
geologic repositories acceptance considerations have focused on one main point:

• Retrievability of the waste is a positive aspect as it allows decisions in the face of
uncertainty while still leaving an opening if the decisions were considered erroneous by
future generations.

Retrievability as an important factor in order to find public and political acceptance for the
choice of method and for the siting of repositories has come into focus in the past few
years and appears to be growing in importance. It is important to realise that safeguard
considerations raises a second point when this factor is introduced:

• A mined geologic repository built to allow retrievability needs to be under long term
surveillance.
The first point in the ethical considerations is thus not achieved when retrievability is a
major goal. It remains to be seen what impact this change in perspective may have on
the acceptability of mined geologic repositories as a waste disposition option for spent
nuclear fuel.

Finally, as a result of the increasing interest in retrievability the following environmental
security consideration is being raised:

• Enhancing the retrievability of nuclear waste from mined geologic repositories should
not compromise long term environmental security of the repositories.

Despite the ethical advantages of retrievability that were pointed out in the 1980s the
main line of thought within the nuclear waste community, at least in Sweden, has since been
that the waste should never be retrieved. The introduction of the safeguard issue in the early
1990s made a focus on non-retrievability even more important. Much of the design and
development work on mined geologic repositories have thus been made on the basis that
retrievability is not important and ongoing changes in order to allow retrievability must not
compromise long term environmental security features of the planned repositories.

2. TWO DECADES OF CHANGING PERSPECTIVES ON FINAL DISPOSITION OF
SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL

I have spent almost two decades studying, evaluating and attempting to give creative
input on the issue of final disposition of nuclear waste. My efforts have led me to look both
backwards and forwards, as well as trying to understand the present. I believe that nuclear
waste management policy is one of the most complex issues that mankind has faced. But, we
have learnt much already and we will learn much more as we head into the next millennium.
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If I look back I find that my first interest was not in how to manage civil nuclear waste
but rather what could be done in order to dispose of excess fissile material from nuclear
weapons disarmament. This was in the early 1980s, before any disarmament appeared likely,
but it gave me the opportunity to understand military nuclear technology. In the early 1990s
I took this knowledge and used it to try and understand the long term military implications of
putting spent nuclear fuel containing plutonium in mined geological repositories. My
conclusions at that time was that there was a long term ethical conflict due to the apparent
necessity for long term surveillance of spent fuel in mined geological repositories. At this time
I tried to make the point that an extra effort should be taken to try and make the spent fuel as
inaccessible as possible, to try and find solutions that made the plutonium "practically
irrecoverable". After evaluation a number of alternatives to mined geologic repositories
I suggested that more efforts should be put to examining if the use of very deep bore-holes
could provide a preferable solution.

As the years passed into the mid 1990s, I came to realise that it was very difficult to
influence the choice of method for spent fuel disposal and I began to advocate the idea that the
goal should be make retrievability of the spent fuel from a mined geologic repository as
difficult as possible in order to minimise long term needs for surveillance. This could be done
with different techniques during the closure stage of repository operation and by choice of the
site. So far these ideas have not been adopted when planning for a Swedish repository.

I must admit that the recent growing interest in retrievability of the spent fuel has
initially troubled me, as it appeared to close the possibility of minimising long term safeguard
needs. I have now realised that the only difference with the new situation is that the
repositories should be made retrievable during the operational phase but that the repositories
could still be prepared for a difficult-to-retrieve state after closure. The decision to close the
repository can be made after the uncertainties have been acceptably resolved or could be made
as a result of an unforeseen scenario. This would transfer the repository into a less-retrievable
state where long term surveillance would be necessary but requiring less resources than if
retrievability after closure was still high.

3. WHERE COULD WE GO FROM HERE?

I think that general consensus can be built for the idea that mined geological repositories
should allow for a high level of retrievability during operation or in a demonstration phase, i.e.
before closure. This will allow uncertainties about the method and the site to be resolved with
a possibility to change method and/or site.

I believe that we will find that as the focus is put on retrievability, the long term
surveillance issue will also come to public attention and the ethical implications of this will
once again be discussed openly. As retrievability is intended to lower hesitance about making
decisions in the face of uncertainty, the uncertainties about safeguard futures as well as
uncertainties about energy futures will be further examined. There will very likely be demands
for further studies of alternatives to mined geologic repositories.

The case should, however, still be argued that mined geologic repositories should be
built if public acceptance for the method chosen and for the siting can be gained. This should
be considered a precautionary measure in case alternative disposition methods that do not
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require long term surveillance are not developed in the future. Such repositories should be
designed and built for retrievability of the spent fuel and it should be explicitly stated that
such repositories will need to be under a safeguard regime for an extended time and thus
under long term surveillance. As discussed above the level of long term surveillance efforts
can, however, be lowered if the repository is prepared for a closure that minimises
retrievability.

The decision to close the repository or to retrieve the material can be referred to the
second half of the next century when uncertainties about alternative methods, about the future
global energy mix and about the future role of nuclear weapons in the global security system
will have a high likelihood of having been resolved.

I think that the case can and will be made that alternative solutions to mined geological
repositories will not be available in the near-term. There may be better alternatives for
disposition in the future, alternatives that avoid long term surveillance, but as a precautionary
measure if none are found, I would rather that we proceed with a method that may not be
perfect but may be ultimately the best that we will get. However, strong efforts and substantial
funding should still be put into finding alternative methods for spent fuel disposition that do
not require long term surveillance. Such alternatives could be integrated into future nuclear
fuel cycles using transmutation, but it is quite uncertain whether nuclear energy will find a
place in a long term global energy mix. Non-nuclear alternatives, i.e. very deep burial in bore-
holes, transmutation methods independent of a nuclear energy future, or even solar disposal
should thus also be further evaluated.

To summarise, we could regard a highly-retrievable mined geologic repository at least
as a mid-term storage solution for the next 50-100 years. By that time we will know much
more about the future global energy mix and the future role of nuclear weapons in the global
security system as well as and other factors influencing whether the repository should be
finally closed or not. The closure decision can then be made in a situation when many of the
uncertainties that exist today will have been resolved.

As a last point it should be noted that there is a possibility that mined geologic
repositories will only be a temporary disposition method and the economic implications of
this should be evaluated, taking into account that there are uncertainties involved. Possible
measures range from disregarding possible extra costs to future generations, to increasing the
present waste disposition fees levied on nuclear electricity generation.

I find it very exiting that this seminar has been arranged. I have been studying,
evaluating and attempting to do some creative thinking on these issues for almost 20 years. It
appears as though the time has come for an open and unprejudiced discussion and analysis of
the best way to proceed forward. I am grateful for the opportunity to play a part at this
meeting, which I truly believe may be pivotal in how we come to view nuclear waste
management policy in the future.

I have in this paper tried to be short-worded, to-the-point and constructive. Below you
will find a list of further reading that elaborates further on some of the points made in the
presentation.
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QUESTIONS (Q), COMMENTS (C) & ANSWERS (A) AFTER THE PRESENTATION

C: One of the questions that the safeguards community has not considered very well is the
cost. If we extend the period of active safeguarding, and that time gets longer and longer, even
small costs per year will amount in a huge amount of money. This is also a new challenge for
the safeguards people, because the conventional safeguards has been considering time periods
that are easier to handle and for which it is easier to estimate the costs and find somebody
willing to pay.

A: My thinking on this is that I find the long term costs less troubling, because they will be
integrated into a global safeguard system and, of course, there will be surveillance of different
kinds of activities all the way round the world. Are these the long term costs that you are
worried about? Maybe that you are considering other costs?

C: You want to be actively aware what is in the repository, and you have always difficulties
— if you are using the conventional safeguards approach — if the system fails. If the system
fails, then you cannot recover. So that is why we need an optimum system, that will not fail,
somehow fail-proof. It is not the extension of the conventional safeguards that will solve that
problem. So, I still think there are major cost factors there.

A: You can probably transfer that cost to a worry about having to take care of it for a long
time, which is my concern. I think that the question of long term surveillance of this issue is
not a question of cost. It is more a question of responsibility to future generations.

C: I was a bit confused by the statement in your paper that, after closure, retrievability would
be easier. We have not heard anybody say that they have made any plans for making retrieval
after closure easier. In fact, all of the plans for closure seem to be the same as they were before
we started talking about retrievability. Also, there is a belief among the mining profession
that, after closure, it would actually be easier and safer to construct new access ways rather
than to re-excavate old access ways.

A: That is possible. That would depend on how you have closed your repository. I am trying
to raise the issue that something could be put into that. Concerning the question whether one
considers post-closure retrievability interesting, I think there is no difference from before. It is
retrievable, and that is why we have to have safeguards for it.

Q: I have a historic question, since you have been working for so long in this field. I am
actually very curious about when these ideas about retrieval surfaced for the first time and if
you have an idea about the history of this idea of retrievability.

A: The present interest goes back three, four, five years approximately. I noticed it about three
years ago — at conferences — that there seemed to be a realisation that if retrievability
became an issue it might be more easy to get public acceptance. On the other hand, the
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question of being able to retrieve material from a repository has been discussed in the ethical
discussion in Sweden, for example, already in the eighties.

Q: I would like to raise a question to all three speakers. We have discussed safeguards here in
general for high level waste. I would like to state briefly that we have, in terms of high level
waste, either spent fuel or re-processed high level waste. The re-processed high level waste
does have about 0.2% of the original fissile material included, it is in a boron-silicate glass ,
which contains a neutron-poison. It is difficult to recover it if disposed in a geological
formation. Is that practically irrecoverable? Can that give a chance for safeguards to be
terminated?

C: I can answer from an IAEA perspective. The IAEA tries to define what practically
irrecoverable means, because that is the only way that the safeguards can be terminated,
according to article 11 of the comprehensive safeguard agreement. There have been no
definitions of what practically irrecoverable means. So we try to put a concentration level,
below which it is considered by the experts, as practically irrecoverable. I do not remember
exactly what that is, but in-house we have developed a policy paper to follow to withdraw
safeguards from material. I would like to remind you again, according to the Euratom Treaty,
there is no clause whatsoever, for termination of safeguards.

Q: In the United States, the WIPP plant is in operation now. Is WIPP safeguarded or not?

A: You are asking a very sensitive question because, as you know, safeguards has been
discriminatory in a sense. It is applied in nuclear power nations in different ways. In case of
the United States, it is a voluntary access to a facility and an agency can decide whether they
want to continue safeguarding that particular facility or not. As far as I know, WIPP is not
under safeguard.

Q: So, normal high level waste should not be under safeguard?

A: I do not have a mandate to answer that question.

Chair: In terms of safeguards, the IAEA has a mandate to go into member states to inspect and
control the activities of the member states. In the area of waste safety, the IAEA does not have
this mandate. There is often confusion about this. In waste management safety issues, the
Agency can go into member states only if it has been requested by the member states to do so.
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